Subject: Writing
The Plot on the Pyramid
Poetry: Descriptive poetry





Noun phrases
Determiners
Structure of a poem
Narrative ‘Summer Evening’ Walter De La Mare;
write own ‘Autumn evening’

Year 3

Fiction: historical





Subordinating conjunctions - when
Using historical language
Extending sentences
Finish the next chapter
Explanations






Time connectives
Chronological order
Technical vocabulary
Explanation of mummification
Description: settings







Oakgrove School - Curriculum Matrix

Theme: Overview

Subordinating conjunctions
Writing using senses
Fronted adverbials
Ambitious vocabulary
Description of Ancient Egyptian desert
(including small village and pyramids)












Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
Poetry: list poems
New lines with capital letters
Adjectives and noun phrases
Conventions of poetry – new lines and capital
letters; rhyming
Features of list poems
Ambitious vocabulary selection
Chocolate List poem
Fiction: story openings
Extending sentences
Investigating and using ambitious vocabulary
How to write an effective story opening, thinking
about describing the setting
Write the story opening for next chapter
Description: setting (food)





Fronted adverbials
Selecting ambitious adjectives and verbs
Description of a plate of food
Persuasive: advert






Subordinating conjunctions
Rhetorical questions
Ambitious vocabulary
Advert for a new chocolate bar

The Abominables
Recount: diaries









Determiners
Time connectives
Chronological order
Diary entry of a yeti or Lady Agatha
Balanced argument
Contrasting and additive conjunctions
Impersonal language
Evidence (including statistics)
Argument on yetis in the circus
Description: setting














Adverbs
Similes
Use contrasting vocabulary in descriptions
Contrasting description of a mountain in
summer and winter
Poetry: concrete (shape) poems
Commas for subordination (including embedded
relative clauses)
Alliteration
Use of rhyme in poetry
Concrete (shape) poem about a mountain












Non-chronological report






Determiners
Sub-headings and headings
Factual information
Diagram and caption
Non-chronological report on Brazil






Description: setting
Prepositions
Similes and metaphors
Adverbial phrases
Description of travelling through the rainforest
(NOT Amazon river)








The Great Kapok Tree
Poetry: performance and acrostic
Similes and metaphors
Identifying and incorporating metaphors and
similes in poetry
Identify and use rhymes in poetry
Performing with expression – change tone of
voice
Acrostic poem about rainforest
Fiction: stories from other cultures
Determiners
Fronted adverbials
Cultural references
Story extracts
Short story extract inspired by ‘Amazonia –
where tree frogs go moo’













The Sheep Pig
Description: character
Speech punctuation
Describe a character’s personality and
appearance
Description of Babe
Fiction: short story
Subordinating and co-ordinating conjunctions
Speech punctuation
Incorporating speech into a character
description
Short story extract including an animal
character speaking
Poetry: rhyming patterns
Apostrophes
Identifying rhyming patterns
Short rhyming poem about farmyard animals
Recount: diary












Full stops and capital letters
Chronological order
Time connectives
1st person
Babe’s diary entry
Recount: newspaper report
Time connectives
Chronological order
5 Ws
Newspaper report on Babe’s time at Farmer
Hoggett’s farm








Description: settings
Compound sentences
Similes and metaphors
Ambitious vocabulary
Description of the sheep dog trials

The Iron Man
Biography





Pronouns
Key events in chronological order
Subheadings
Biography of the Iron Man
Recount: account of experience







Time connectives
Past tense
Key events in chronological order
5Ws
Recount of trip to recycling centre
Description:character
Prepositions
Fronted adverbials
Appearance and personality
Description of the Iron Man















Fiction: plot
Subordinate clauses
Understand how to create a plot
Consider how to change a plot
Change the ending of the story/write an
alternative ending to the Iron Man

